Prepositional Poems
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At the Mall
Past the glass doors
Within the store
Among the many outfits
Toward the colorful sundress
In the dressing room
In front of the mirror
Next to the cash register
Into my wallet
Cha-ching!
(Colleen & Allie)
In the Fridge
Beyond the moldy cheese
Beside the putrid milk
Under the frozen yogurt
Upon the crusty Mac & Cheese
Along the sticky syrup
Below the rancid eggs
Underneath the withering lettuce
Amid the bubbling hotdogs
Kumquat!
(Danielle, Megan, Shelby)

At the Mall
In my favorite store
At the clothing rack
With my shopping bags
Beside the designer handbags
Next to the shirt that caught my eye
With the purse I want in my hands
In front of the cash register
With only $100 left
Caching!
(Kaleigh & Jessica)

Volleyball
Over the net
Among the players
Against my arms
To the setter
In the air
Across the court
Above the hitter
In front of her hand
Ace!
(Krista & Marisa)

At the Mall
With my friends
In the stores
Among the growing crowd
In search of sales
Without parents
Until the evening
In spit of a pretty day
Besides the clothes racks
Shop!
(Jessica & Lindsay)

About a School Day
Out of the cozy bed
On the yellow bus
Toward the middle school
Through the glass doors
In the quiet homeroom
Among the crowd
Throughout the periods
At your locker
Ding!
(Shannon & Reed)

In Another Dimension
(To enter) INTO the fifth dimension
Past reality and time
In the twilight zone of sight, sound, and mind
Between shadow and substance
Between man’s fears and his knowledge
To infinity
Beyond!
(Stephen & Conrad)
In the band room
Through the doors
Into the locker room
Past the lock
In addition to the instrument
Among the folders
In front of the stand
With the music
In a song
Boom!
(Alex & Chris)

